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Most companies use sales quotas—over 80% according to Deloitte and Varicent.2 But over half are dissatisfied with their 
sales compensation plans. No wonder 67% missed their sales target in 2010. Two-thirds failed—a shocking number!

One main culprit is the widespread reliance on arguably the worst practice of sales management: quota over-assignment 
or padding, where the sum of individual quotas exceeds the company or national target.3

Quota over-assignment is demoralizing
Compensation plans that reward sales people for meeting and exceeding their quotas are intended to be motivating—to 
reward the hard work of executing the company’s strategies in the field.

But when quotas are padded, they can easily go out of reach. Rather than encourage extraordinary effort, over-
assignment often produces the opposite result. Sales people feel helpless: “Why try so hard? I can never reach that 
goal.” Rather than motivating, padding demoralizes the sales force.

Sales management often rationalizes, “good sales people will rise to the challenge and do what it takes.” True, some 
sales people respond with a loyal “hoorah” and go about making it happen. But this response is by no means universal.
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Salespeople often respond to the super-stretch quotas that result from over-assignment with whispers and mumbles. 
Flurries of text messages are sent, filled with fear and anger. These negative responses are understandable: Sales people 
know that over-assignment gives them super-stretch goals, whereas their bosses only need to make the actual goal. 
Sales people ask, “Why should their targets be harder than the goal assigned to senior management?”

Fear and anger leads to undesirable sales behaviors. Some slow down. Others look for shortcuts. It can be argued that 
such behavior is nothing less than what is being modeled for them. Super-stretch goals are actually a sign of managerial 
laziness, and thereby justify shortcuts in the sales process. In other words: “Why should I take the high road if 
management doesn’t?”

Sales shortcuts are numerous and well known. Every corporate department is impacted, from marketing to distribution. 
Salespeople press for exceptions on everything from pricing, packaging, promotions, shipping, and payment terms. 
These shortcuts have real costs associated with them, both in hard cash, and in time spent determining whether and 
how to respond.

A growing body of research claims there is a substantial downside to incentive compensation.4 But these studies fail to 
examine the pervasive role of quota padding. If quotas were stretch but realistic, rather than super-stretch and out of 
reach, negative consequences would diminish. Salespeople would experience an appropriate level of performance 
pressure, and would be less inclined to take shortcuts.

Statistically, super-stretch goals punish the sales force. They:

• Make it harder for reps to reach quota. 

• Shift average rep quota achievement below 100%.

• Pull average rep bonuses below target.

Yet, at the same time sales managers can receive on-target bonuses. Who wouldn’t be demoralized by an unfair system 
like this?

Why is quota over-assignment so common?
Three common myths in sales management lead companies astray.

Myth 1: “My top performers always come through.”
Sales executives often brush aside concerns about over-assignment by asserting that their top performers always rise to 
the challenge. In all likelihood, this is not true. First, we have to ask: Which top performers are you referring to? Since 
most sales organizations use quotas, then “top performers” should refer to reps with the highest percent of quota 
attainment.

The list of top quota performers varies significantly from year to year. Most quotas are heavily influenced by prior year 
results. So if a salesperson has a great year and achieves 130% of quota, their next quota usually will be a lot higher, 
reflecting their recent success. Consequently, a long string of high quota achievement for a single territory is quite rare, 
and it is next to impossible for the same group of top performing salespeople to do it year after year.

If “top performers” instead refers to the largest territories, then again management’s claim is probably incorrect. The 
largest territories have the hardest time achieving top quota performance. This is due to the law of large numbers. 
Performance for large territories tends to be more tightly clustered around 100%, and small territories usually have wider 
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swings to either side of 100% of quota. Consequently, smaller territories have the best chance of delivering the highest 
percent of quota performance, not the largest territories.

The underlying cause for the erroneous claim that “top performers always come through” may be from forgetting that 
volume distributions are very different from percent of quota distributions. Top performers in a volume distribution are 
reps with the largest territories, and yes, these salespeople repeat from year to year. But top performers in a quota 
distribution have the highest percent of quota performance, and they tend to change form year to year.

This fact is a bone of contention for salespeople who carry the largest quotas. Quotas convert large territories into 
ordinary territories. Small quotas are set for small territories; large quotas for large territories. So full quota achievement is 
100% of target regardless of territory size. Large quota carriers find some solace if they also have the highest salaries, 
and even more if their bonuses are linked to their higher salaries. But 100% is still just 100% in a quota system, 
regardless of whether you have a large or small territory.

Sales volume distributions often exhibit the well-known Pareto characteristic, where 20% of the territories deliver 80% of 
the sales volume. The effect is less pronounced when large accounts are reassigned to national or regional accounts, but 
it remains nonetheless. 

Quota systems, by design, convert Pareto distributions into normal distributions. The most commonly proclaimed 
philosophy behind quotas is setting “stretch but achievable” performance targets for every territory. Statistically this 
means that 100% of quota is the most likely outcome for every territory. Even if quota over-assignment drives average 
attainment below 100%, the underlying normal distribution is retained. At the end of the year when actual percent of 
quota is plotted for every territory, you typically find something close to a normal distribution. This should be no surprise; 
it is merely the consequence of setting stretch but achievable performance targets.
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Myth 2: “Some sales people will miss plan—so sales managers must inflate quotas to compensate.”
On the surface, this rationale sounds reasonable. Sales management is accountable for achieving the annual sales 
objective regardless of individual performance shortfalls. Inflating the annual quota to anticipate individual slumps seems 
wise.

But a brief pause for critical thinking reveals a serious logic flaw. Of course some people will miss quota! This is a 
statement of the obvious, not a deep revelation. It is equally obvious that some people will exceed quota. If the 
distribution of sales person performance is normal—as is typical for a quota distribution—then sales people who exceed 
quota will compensate for the ones that fall short. This happens automatically—without inflating quotas.

Thus, if territory quotas are realistic, and sales management does its job, then average territory performance will be very 
close to 100% of quota. The sales force will be split about 50/50 in above and below quota performance, and the overall 
sales quota will be achieved.

Normal distributions destroy the “some reps will be below plan” justification for over-assignment. It is normal for half the 
sales force to fall below plan.

To determine whether your sales force is typical, you need to see if performance against quota is normally distributed. 
Here are the steps:

1. Sort your salespeople from low to high on percent of quota attainment.

2. Create percent of quota attainment groups, such as below 50% up through 54.9%, 55% to 59.9%, 60% to 
64.9%, and so on, to cover the whole range of performance.

3. Count how many salespeople fall into each group.

4. Plot the result, with percent of quota attainment group on the X-axis, and number of salespeople on the y-axis.

There is a good chance your sales force performance is normally distributed. If not, find out why.
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Myth 3: “If stretch goals are good, then super-stretch goals are better.”
Corporate performance targets tend to be stretch but achievable, especially those presented to board directors. Board 
members and the shareholders they represent are suspicious of surprises. They quickly punish under-performance. 
When company sales fall below plan, stock prices fall and pressure on the CEO mounts.

Over-performance can be problematic as well. Without a compelling story that includes genuinely unanticipated events, 
boards and shareholders might conclude the CEO is a sandbagger. This reputation is career limiting, so CEOs tend to set 
overall sales targets that are difficult but realistic. They do this to manage board and shareholder expectations.

When management subsequently inflates a stretch but achievable revenue target and allocates it down to salespeople, 
they create “super-stretch” goals. National sales managers often conclude incorrectly that super-stretch goals at the 
territory level generate maximum effort. The correct conclusion, however, is that over-assignment is usually demotivating.

Decades of research on the motivational impact of quotas shows they can have a significant positive or negative effect, 
depending on individual perceptions. If an individual has a positive perception of the quota, then there is a positive impact 
on their motivation. The converse is true as well. 

The “perceptions dynamic” can be frustrating for management. It means quotas need to be “sold” to the sales force, and 
the sales force needs to “buy” them. Here is a summary of the factors that determine whether quotas have a positive or 
negative impact on motivation:

Perceptions and Their Impact on MotivationPerceptions and Their Impact on Motivation
Positive Negative

1. Quotas are perceived as attainable, realistic.

“With hard work, I have a good chance
of reaching my quota this year.”

• Quotas are perceived as unattainable, unrealistic.

“No matter how hard I work this year, I have
no chance of hitting my quota.”

2. Quotas are perceived as rational; based on solid, 
fundamental, proven logic.

“If I were setting quotas, I would have done it
pretty much the same way.”

• Quotas are perceived as fantasy; based on faulty, 
arbitrary, overly complex, or questionable logic.

“The assumptions use to create my quota were absurd.”

3. Quota setting process is perceived as honest, 
transparent, and participative.

“They told us how the quotas were developed,
and I believe them.”

“Members of the sales force were involved in the
process, so we know how the quotas were built.”

• Quota setting process is perceived as dishonest, or 
critical facts have been withheld.

“I have no idea how they came up with these quotas.”

“They told us how they came up with the quotas, but I 
don’t believe them.”

4. Quotas are perceived as fair, or equally difficult for 
everyone in the company.

“We are all in the same boat.”

• Quotas are perceived as unfair: they favor
some individuals or groups over others.

“These quotas are totally unfair.”

“Reps have tougher quotas than management.”
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On all four levels, the motivational impact of over-assignment is more negative than positive. The practice tends to make 
quotas seem unattainable, rooted in fantasy, dishonest, and unfair. 

The case for quota under-assignment
The law of large numbers says that low-to-high variation at the territory level is much greater than at each higher level in 
the sales organization. To illustrate, let’s say you always call heads in a coin toss. If you flip a coin a few times, you might 
observe more heads than tails. But if you flip it, say 30,000 times, you will observe close to 15,000 heads and 15,000 
tails. As the number of coin tosses increases, the difference between heads and tails will become less significant.

In a typical, medium-sized sales force, there are four jobs, the span of control is about seven to one, and there are about 
100 customers per territory. This results in: one national sales manager, seven region managers, 49 district managers, 
343 territory managers, and 34,300 customers.

Title Incumbents Customers per Incumbent Advantage Over TM
National Sales Manager 1 34,300 343:1

Region Manager 7 4,900 49:1
District Manager 49 700 7:1
Territory Manager 343 100

In terms of probability, each year of experience with a customer is like a coin toss: heads, the customer is above quota; 
tails, the customer is below. This means that for each step up in the sales organization, the chances of being close to 
quota increase as well. By the time you reach the top level, the odds favoring the national sales manager are 343 to 1.
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If we could plot percent of quota attainment for every sales force using quotas, statistics tells us that the distributions 
would look like what is pictured in the stacked bell chart. The distribution for NSMs would be the tightest; there would be 
a narrow low-to-high range of quota attainment, and most of the time performance would be close to 100%. This is not 
due to over-assignment or superior performance by NSMs; it is because of the law of large numbers.

Conversely, the probability distribution for TMs would be the broadest; there would be a wide low-to-high range of quota 
attainment, and there would be many instances where percent of quota attainment was not close to 100%. This is not 
due to poor TM motivation or performance; again, it is because of the law of large numbers.

The conclusion is inescapable: the NSM has the best chance of being close to quota simply because he or she has the 
greatest number of coin tosses; TMs have the lowest chance because they have the fewest number of coin tosses.

The only type of quota adjustment that is supported by the law of large numbers is under-assignment. Under-
assignment acknowledges the higher risk associated with being close to quota at the lower levels in the sales 
organization.

IBM under-assigned and out-performed
IBM was widely known for consistently allowing most salespeople to reach quota and join the “Hundred Percent Club.5” 
In this way they created a culture of winners. There was only one way to achieve this year after year: quota under-
assignment.

Since most sales executives currently favor over-assignment, a huge opportunity exists: do the opposite! Avoid over-
assignment completely, or go one better; use under-assignment. You will have statistics on your side, and the motivation 
you create in your sales organization will reward you handsomely.

We’re skewed!
Although normal distributions are far more common in quota-based sales forces, some are right-skewed, where there is 
a wide range of performance above quota, and a narrow range below.

In all likelihood, IBM had a right-skewed distribution, and quota under-assignment helped create it. But it takes a 
tremendous effort to sustain a right-skewed distribution. Every part of the sales management system must be in 
alignment. IBM recruited top talent, had superior sales rep training, and could rely on enthusiastic support from the CEO 
on down. At IBM, the salesperson represented the voice of the customer, and the function was highly respected in the 
company.

Some overly enthusiastic experts preach that every sales executive should have a right-skewed sales force. This is like 
Garrison Keillor’s stories about Lake Wobegon, where all the children are above average. It's a humorous oxymoron; 
funny because we have a tendency in our society toward “illusory superiority.” We tend to trick ourselves into believing 
that we, and our children, are all above average. But it’s just not true.

Statistically, right-skewed quota distributions don’t last; the odds are against them. When right-skewed distributions 
become "the new normal," they aren’t right-skewed any more—they’re normal.
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Persistent left-skewed distributions are rare. They signal serious sales management problems, such as egregious over-
assignment, high turnover, or persistent retention of low performers. Temporary situations can cause them too, such as a 
disastrous flirtation with over-assignment, a failed new product launch, etc. Understandably, few CEOs keep VPs of Sales 
who tend to have left-skewed distributions.

Shocks
The biggest risk in quota setting is misgauging customer potential. As we discussed previously in terms of the law of 
large numbers, it is one thing to forecast national sales. It is another thing entirely to predict sales for an individual 
customer. The odds are much greater that you will be wrong.

Marketers amass tremendous databases on industries, markets, and products. Their forecasting models can be quite 
impressive nationally. But their databases progressively wither, along with accuracy, as they drop their forecasts down to 
regions, districts, sales reps, and customers.

Small variances are not the problem; it’s the big negative stuff, like when customers suffer bankruptcies, product recalls, 
lawsuits, launch failures, etc. These occurrences are spread unevenly across customers, and they wreak havoc with 
quotas.

Positive shocks are problematic too. For example, they occur when new customers are sold by national accounts, and 
then these unplanned revenues (or “blue birds”) are spread across salespeople. Some companies are quick to remove 
windfalls from quotas. The rationale is that salespeople will lower their effort on the base business. 

But these same companies are stingy when shocks go in the other direction, like when major customers are lost. Sales 
managers say: “It’s not being taken out of my sales quota!” While probably true, it is much harder to absorb shocks at 
the territory level. From a statistical perspective, the NSM and TM quotas are an apples-to-oranges comparison.
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A rule of thumb is to establish a guideline for shock levels and responses. An example is provided in the table.

Size of positive or negative 
shock on territory quota

Likelihood of an
adjustment

1% to 5% Zero
5% to 10% Medium
Over 10% High

Use facts to set quotas
The paramount ingredient in a sales quota is prior year sales. Other elements—trends for customers and territories, 
market potential estimates, new initiatives by national accounts or marketing—are all secondary.

Prior year sales, by definition, already include all sorts of negative shocks, such as below-quota territories, sales force 
turnover, customer losses, product marketing failures, etc. So the rationale of over-assigning as a hedge against negative 
shocks amounts to nothing more than unjustified double counting.

When gathering prior year sales, be careful to adjust for major events such as account reassignments, lost accounts, 
newly acquired large accounts, discontinued product lines, major price increases, acquisitions, etc. Quota accuracy 
increases greatly when these issues are carefully considered. 

Territory trend is established by gathering and analyzing multiple years of territory performance history. Determine 
whether some territories are trending up while others are trending down. If significant differences exist, look for 
geographic or other potential causes, and consider adjusting quotas according to the level of trend momentum that 
exists across territories.

Market potential at the territory level is another important factor to consider, as it can vary widely across territories. The 
challenge is defining it. Start with your national forecast data. Find ways to disaggregate it to the territory level, or find 
territory-level statistics that correlate well with the national data. For example, if industry sales are only available at the 
national level, then find demographic or firmographic statistics that are available at both the national and territory level, 
identify which statistics are most highly correlated with national industry sales, then use these findings to estimate 
territory market potential.

New initiatives also play an important quantitative role in quota setting. Use market research to identify target market 
segments and estimate the likely uptake during every phase of the Customer Learning Curve.6 Determine which 
territories have the greatest opportunity to exploit the new initiatives, and adjust quotas accordingly.

Directionally Correct Weighting of Quota Elements
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It takes considerable effort to apply facts wisely and thoroughly during the quota setting process. Ill-advised shortcuts 
have instead become the norm, resulting in the widespread degradation of sales compensation plans.

Healing takes courage
The pervasive use of over-assignment is a bane of the sales profession. Why has sales quota setting become so 
dysfunctional? When a worst management practice becomes commonplace, we are called to take a serious look in the 
mirror.

Julian Birkinshaw writes about The Seven Deadly Sins of 
Management.7 Over-assignment applies to at least three of them:

• Greed: Earning on-target pay while salespeople don't; or 
improving management's chances of reaching quota at 
salespeople's expense

• Pride: Denying the error of over-assignment, and ignoring or 
discrediting evidence against it.

• Sloth: Relying on over-assignment rather than anticipating or 
preparing for negative shocks such as lost customers, rep 
turnover, etc.

Two functional areas in particular share accountability with sales for 
the quota mess: marketing and human resources. 

As the more quantitative discipline, marketers should insist on and 
contribute more analytical rigor to the quota setting process. The 
benefit: a core part of the marketing mix will likely become more 
effective.

As the official function in charge of pay, human resources must 
regard quota setting as central to sales compensation. Rather than 
turn a blind eye to over-assignment, or accept it as commonplace, 
human resources must step up and ensure that quota-setting practices become sound and equitable. 

A recommendation: charter a cross-functional team to redesign the quota setting process. Draw on various levels in the 
sales organization, as well as human resources and marketing. This will help the quota setting process regain credibility.

To be fair, management consultants must also take accountability for the quota mess. We have gingerly danced around 
the issue for decades, and have failed to take a definitive stand.

Replacing over-assignment with improved management processes will take the opposite of greed, pride, and sloth: 
compassion, humility, and hard work. Most of all, it will take courage.
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